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Deep excursion beyond the proton dripline. II. Toward the limits of existence of nuclear structure
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Prospects of experimental studies of argon and chlorine isotopes located far beyond the proton dripline are
studied by using systematics and cluster models. The deviations from the widespread systematics observed in
28,29Cl and 29,30Ar have been theoretically substantiated, and analogous deviations have been predicted for the
lighter chlorine and argon isotopes. The limits of nuclear structure existence are predicted for Ar and Cl isotopic
chains, with 26Ar and 25Cl found to be the lightest sufficiently long-living nuclear systems. By simultaneous
measurements of protons and γ rays following decays of such systems as well as their β-delayed emission, an
interesting synergy effect may be achieved, which is demonstrated by the example of 30Cl and 31Ar ground-
state studies. Such a synergy effect may be provided by the new EXPERT setup (EXotic Particle Emission
and Radioactivity by Tracking) being operated inside the fragment separator and spectrometer facility at GSI,
Darmstadt.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevC.98.064309

I. INTRODUCTION

Several states in proton (p)-unbound isotopes 28Cl, 30Cl,
and 29Ar were reported recently [1]. This work continues

*Corresponding author: D.Kostyleva@gsi.de

the research published in Refs. [1–4]. The systematics and
cluster model studies in Ref. [1] allowed us to interpret the
data as observations of the ground state (g.s.) in 28Cl, the
g.s. and three excited states in 30Cl, and one state in 29Ar
(either the ground state or an excited state). Also the reported
spectrum of 31Ar allowed for prescription of the g.s. energy
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of this isotope by using the isobaric symmetry systematics.
Together with the known p-unbound isotopes 14,15,16F, the
studied argon and chlorine isotopes constitute the most deeply
studied particle-unstable isotopic chains in the whole Z � 20
nuclei region.

In this work we continue the “excursion beyond the proton
dripline” of Ref. [1]. We intend to answer the question: What
impact does the obtained experimental results have on our un-
derstanding of prospects to study the other nuclides located far
(e.g., 2–5 mass units) beyond the driplines? Correspondingly,
we discuss the following three main topics.

(i) The previously published systematics of one-proton
(1p) separation energies [1] are extrapolated further
into the unexplored region beyond the proton dripline.
The obtained results for the experimentally observed
cases (28−30Cl nuclides) are considerably different
from the systematic trends available in the literature
[5–7]. We extrapolate this systematics to the lightest
chlorine and argon isotopes in Sec. III. The smaller
than expected values of the decay energies suggest
longer-living states and, consequently, weaker limi-
tations on the nuclear-structure existence beyond the
dripline.

(ii) We clarify the prospects of a limit of the nuclear
structure existence by using the obtained information
on the separation energies. We assume that a nuclear
configuration has an individual structure with at least
one distinctive state, if the orbiting valence protons
of the system are reflected from the corresponding
nuclear barrier at least one time. Thus nuclear half-
life may be used as a gauge of such a limit. It is
clear that the very long-lived particle-emitting states
are quasistationary. This means that they can be
considered as stationary for the majority of practical
applications. For example, the half-lives of all known
heavy two-proton (2p) radioactivity cases (45Fe, 48Ni,
and 54Zn) are a few milliseconds. Thus, their 2p
decays are so slow that weak transitions become
their competitors with branching ratio of dozens of
percent [8]. We may assume that modification of
the nuclear structure by continuum coupling is ab-
solutely negligible for such states. In contrast, the
continuum coupling becomes increasingly important
for broad ground states beyond the driplines. For
example, see the discussion connected with studies
of the 10He g.s. in Ref. [9]. This work demonstrated
that the observed continuum properties of 10He can
be crucially modified by peculiarities of the initial
nuclear structure of the reaction participants for the
widespread experimental approaches (e.g., knockout
reactions). Such a situation can be regarded as transi-
tional to continuum dynamics, where the observable
continuum response is also defined by the reaction
mechanism and the initial nuclear structure. Here the
properties, interpretable as the nuclear structure of
the reaction products, cannot be reliably extracted
from the measured data. For example, we may refer
to the well-known tetra-neutron system in continuum

FIG. 1. The EXPERT pilot setup installed in the FRS. (i)
Charged-particle tracking system shown in the lower inset consisted
of beam-tracking Si detectors providing energy loss and timing
information and microstrip Si detectors for precise tracking of the
decay products of nuclei of interest. (ii) Optical time projection
chamber (OTPC) for detection of radioactivity in the millisecond
range. (iii) Array of γ -ray detectors around the secondary target,
GADAST. (iv) Detectors for identification of heavy ions and precise
measurements of their momenta.

[10], where such an ambiguity has been demonstrated
by applying the realistic scenario of the tetraneutron
population. Within the topic of the above discussion,
we predict the limits of nuclear-structure existence to
be near the 25Cl and 26Ar isotopes in Sec. IV.

(iii) The experimental setup, used in Refs. [1–4], is a pilot
version of the EXPERT (EXotic Particle Emission
and Radioactivity by Tracking) setup planned by the
Super-FRS Experiment Collaboration of the FAIR
project (see Refs. [11,12] and Fig. 1). The tracking
system for light ions and the γ -ray detector were
installed downstream of the secondary target in the
internal focal plane of the fragment separator FRS
at GSI, Darmstadt (see the details in Ref. [1]). The
first half of the FRS was set for production and
separation of 31Ar ions, and the second half was
used as a spectrometer for heavy-ion decay products.
The optical time projection chamber (OTPC) installed
at S4 was studying β-delayed particle emission and
radioactive decays of heavy fragments living long
enough to pass through the 30 m of the S2–S4 second
half of the FRS. In this article we demonstrate that
the complementary measurements performed by all
components of the EXPERT setup can be combined
together, which allows for the synergy effect in stud-
ies of the abovementioned unbound nuclear systems.
Such an effect is demonstrated in Sec. V by examples
of 30Cl and 31Ar studies.

II. THE THEORETICAL MODELS APPLIED

We apply several simple theoretical tools in this work. The
systematics of 1p-separation energies Sp in chlorine isotopes
are studied by using the core + p potential cluster model from
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Ref. [1]. The systematics of Coulomb displacement energies
in such a model is sensitive to two basic parameters: (i) an
orbital size (governed by a potential radius) and (ii) the charge
radius of the core. These parameters are varied in the model
in a systematic way.

The systematics of 2p-separation energies S2p in argon iso-
topes are based on (i) the Sp values obtained from the system-
atics of the related chlorine isotopes and (ii) the systematics
of odd-even staggering energies based on the corresponding
long isotopic and isotonic chains. This approach was actively
used in our previous works [1,2], and it has proven to be a
very reliable tool with easily estimated uncertainties.

The 1p-decay widths of chlorine isotopes are calculated
by using the abovementioned potential cluster model. We
assume that the internal normalization of continuum states
is an indicator of their resonance behavior. Such an indicator
is more tractable for the broad states in comparison with the
corresponding behavior of the phase shifts. We also use the
R-matrix model for the 1p-decay width estimates in the case
of very narrow states.

The three-body 2p-decay widths of argon isotopes are
estimated by using the R-matrix-type model from Ref. [8].
This model can be traced back to the three-body approxima-
tion with a simplified three-body Hamiltonian, which neglects
nucleon-nucleon interaction [13,14]. The widths calculated
by this model match the corresponding calculations of the
complete three-body model within a factor of 10 in the worst
case. In the specific case of 2p-decay width estimates of 26Ar,
we use the sophisticated three-body core + 2p cluster model
developed for its mirror isobaric partner 26O in Refs. [15,16].

The unit system h̄ = c = 1 is used in this work.

III. CHLORINE AND ARGON ISOTOPIC CHAINS FAR
BEYOND THE PROTON DRIPLINE

The isotopes between 32Cl and 28Cl have been studied in
Ref. [1] by applying the two-body cluster AS + p model. The
major parameters of the model (potential and charge radii
of the sulfur core nucleus) were systematically varied (see
Table I in Ref. [1]). The Thomas-Ehrman effect [17,18], es-
pecially pronounced in the sd-shell nuclei, is well accounted
for by such a model. As a result, a consistent description of
the known low-lying spectra of 32Cl and 31Cl was obtained as
well as a reasonable explanation of the newly observed states
in the 30Cl, 29Cl, and 28Cl nuclei.

Here we estimate the further isotopes beyond the proton
dripline: 25−27Cl and 26−28Ar. The problem here is that for the
lighter chlorine isotopes, the respective “core nuclei” 24−26S
are particle unbound with the separation energies estimated
in Table I. These estimates are partly illustrated in Fig. 2.
So, the main decay channels are expected to be 2p, 3p, and
4p emission from 26S, 25S, and 24S, respectively. One may
notice that the decay energies of various decay branches of
sulfur isotopes are much smaller than those of 1p emission
from chlorine or 2p emission from argon isotopes. This means
that the decay mechanism of 25−27Cl should be sequential
emission of one proton followed by emission of two to four
protons from the respective sulfur daughter. Similarly, the
decay mechanism of 26−28Ar should be sequential emission

TABLE I. Estimated two-proton S2p , three-proton S3p , and four-
proton S4p separation energies in MeV for three sulfur isotopes
beyond the proton dripline.

Isotope S2p S3p S4p

26S − 1.3 2.0 2.1
25S − 3.0 − 5.3 − 3.5
24S − 6.0 − 8.1 − 5.4

of two protons followed by emission of two to four protons.
The half-life values of such sequential decays are practically
entirely defined by the first “fast” step of sequential proton
emission with large Q2p value. Therefore we do not take
into account the particle instability of 24−26S in the following
half-life estimates.

The results of the cluster AS + p model calculations from
Ref. [1] for 26Cl and 27Cl are shown in Fig. 3. For the
calculation of 25Cl we used the 24O + n potential developed
for studies of 26O in Ref. [16]. The 25O spectrum is quite
“poor”: it contains just one known d-wave 3/2+ state [19–21].
By adding Coulomb interaction to the potential we obtain the
25Cl g.s. at Er = −Sp = 6.0–6.3 MeV. The Er uncertainty
here is defined by the 24S “charge radius” uncertainty taken
in accordance with Fig. 12 of Ref. [1].

The systematics of proton separation energies Sp for the
chlorine isotopic chain is given in Fig. 5(a). For illustration
purposes we use here the data compiled in the National Nu-
clear Data Center database [5], the standard AME2012 evalu-
ation [6], and the recent isobaric multiplet mass evaluation [7].
One may see that the predicted systematics of Ref. [7] along
the isobaric chain exactly follows the experimentally known
systematics along the isotonic chain and can be regarded as
trivial, while the predictions of Ref. [6] somewhat deviate
from the isotone evolution. The predictions of our cluster
model here and in Ref. [1] (where they are supported by

FIG. 2. The S2p estimates for 24S (see also Table I). Two-neutron
separation energies S2n for the oxygen isotopic chain from Ref. [5]
are shown by the thick gray line, and two-proton separation energies
S2p for the mirror isotope chains are shown by the solid black line.
The red dotted line corresponds to the calculated S2p value for 26Ar
(see Sec. IV and Fig. 6) and the linear interpolation for 24S.
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FIG. 3. Energy levels of 26Cl and 27Cl isotopes compared with
their mirror levels in isobaric partners 26F and 27Ne. The vertical
axis shows excitation energies E∗. The legends for levels give the
spin-parity J π and energies relative to the 1p-emission threshold
for the Cl chain members or the 1n-emission threshold for their
isobaric mirror partners. The given uncertainty of the states is due to
variation of unknown charge radii of unstable sulfur daughter nuclei
(see Fig. 12 in Ref. [1]).

the data, see Table II) demonstrate considerable deviations
from the isotone expectation. These deviations have one major
source—the Thomas-Ehrman shift (TES) effect—which is a
well-established phenomenon and which is reliably described
by the cluster model used in Ref. [1] and here.

On the basis of the developed Sp systematics for the
chlorine isotopic chain, we can turn to the systematics studies
of the argon isotopic chain. Following the approach of Ref. [1]
we apply the systematics of odd-even staggering energies
(OES):

2EOES = S
(A)
2p − 2S (A−1)

p = 2S (A)
p − S

(A)
2p

(see Fig. 4). For the chlorine isotopic chain beyond the
dripline there is the trend of overbinding because of the TES.
For the argon isotopic chain there should be a competition of
two trends: (i) overbinding because of the TES (the Coulomb

TABLE II. The separation energies Sp and S2p for chlorine and
argon isotopes with mass A located beyond the proton dripline. The
theoretical values are in the columns “Theory”, and the measured val-
ues are in the columns “Expt., [Ref]” with the respective references.

A Sp (ACl) (MeV) S2p (AAr) (MeV)

Theory Expt., [Ref] Theory Expt., [Ref]

31 − 0.08(15) 0.006(34), [1]
30 − 0.311(1) − 0.48(2), [1] − 2.43(17) − 2.45+5

−10, [3]
29 − 1.75(1) − 1.8(1), [2] − 2.93(25) − 5.50(18),a [1]
28 − 1.83(2) − 1.60(8), [1] − 6.90(35)
27 − 4.14(7) − 8.90(40)
26 − 4.66(9) − 11.3(8)
26 − 11.7(3)b

25 − 6.15(15)

aNot clear whether this is a ground state or an excited state.
bThis theoretical result is obtained with the three-body model (see
Fig. 6).

FIG. 4. Odd-even staggering energies 2EOES = S
(A)
2N − 2S

(A−1)
N

for the isotones leading to 28Ar (a) and 27Ar (b) are shown by
the dotted line. The OES energies for the mirror isobar are given
by the solid line. The gray line is provided to guide the eye: this
solid line is shifted down by constant values of about 0.5 MeV.
The blue and red diamonds correspond to certain prescriptions of
the two-proton decay energy ET indicated in the legends and give
odd-even staggering energies equal to either its systematic value or
half of this value.

displacement energy decreases because of an increase of the
valence orbital size) and (ii) underbinding due to EOES re-
ductions (the pairing energy decreases because of an increase
of the valence orbital size). This effect has been already
emphasized in Ref. [2]. Thus for the limiting estimates of the
S2p in the argon isotopic chain we use the upper and lower
estimates of Sp shown in Fig. 5(a), which are then added to
the full 2EOES value and multiplied by a factor of 1/2. The
obtained results are shown in Fig. 5(b). The Sp and S2p values
predicted for Ar and Cl isotopic chains are also collected in
Table II.

To conclude this section, the smaller than conventionally
expected separation energies Sp and S2p are predicted in this
work for the chlorine and argon isotopes located far beyond
the proton dripline. Such a general decrease should result in
longer lifetimes of their ground and low-lying excited states,
and consequently it may affect the limits of existence of
nuclear structure beyond the proton dripline.

IV. LIMITS OF NUCLEAR-STRUCTURE EXISTENCE FOR
CHLORINE AND ARGON ISOTOPIC CHAINS

One of the fundamental tasks of nuclear science studies
is the determination of the limits of existence of individual
states in nuclear systems. The half-life value can be chosen
as a quantitative criterion of the nuclear-structure formation.
Let us consider a system formed by a potential barrier and
assume that to form a nuclear state there should be at least
one reflection of the valence nucleon from the barrier. Then
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FIG. 5. Separation energies Sp for the chlorine isotopic chain (a)
and S2p for the argon one (b) from Ref. [5] are shown by the solid
black lines. Separation energies Sn and S2n for the mirror isotone
chains are shown by the thick gray lines. The systematic evaluations
from Refs. [6,7] are given by the red dashed and green dash-dotted
lines. The results of this work and Ref. [1] based on the cluster model
and EOES systematics are shown by the blue dotted lines (there are
two lines for upper and lower limiting estimates). The experimental
values for 29Cl and 30Ar [2] are shown by the red diamonds, while
the results of Ref. [1] are shown by the red circles.

the potentials of the AS + p channel used in Ref. [1] and this
work may help in estimations of such a limit for the chlorine
isotopes by using the classical oscillation frequency

ν =
(

2
∫ r2

r1

dr

v(r )

)−1

=
(∫ r2

r1

dr

√
2M

E − V (r )

)−1

,

where r1 and r2 are two inner classical turning points. This
oscillation frequency provides quite precise results (for suf-
ficiently high barriers) when entering the expression for the
quasiclassical estimate of width:

� = νP, P =
∫ r3

r2

drp(r ),

where r3 is outer classical turning point. For energies E
varying from 0 to ∼90% of the barrier height, the estimate

FIG. 6. Internal normalizations for the ground states of 25−29Cl
isotopes as a function of the proton decay energy Er . The gray solid
curve shows the excitation spectrum of 26Ar obtained in the three-
body model as a function of the two-proton decay energy ET . The
same curve is given for both 28Cl and 29Cl, because the g.s. energies
of these isotopes are predicted to be almost equal [1].

is ν ≈ 1–3 MeV. Thus we can assume that the systems with
widths exceeding 3–5 MeV have half-lives shorter than those
needed for formation of the nuclear state. Such a system de-
cays instantaneously, because, with a large probability, there
will not be a single reflection from the potential barrier.

The width values of the chlorine isotopes can be estimated
from the calculated excitation spectra that are illustrated in
Fig. 6. For this purpose, we have used the internal normaliza-
tion N (E) of the two-body continuum wave function ψ (kr ),

N (E) =
∫ r2

0
dr|ψ (kr )|2,

as a measure of the resonance formation. This is done
in contrast to conventional scattering phase shifts, which
could not provide a firm signature of a resonance formation
in the case of very broad nuclear states (� � 1 MeV). One
can see in Fig. 6 that s-wave states in chlorine isotopes be-
come quite broad already in 27Cl (� � 3 MeV). However, the
d-wave states remain reasonably narrow (� ∼ 1.5 MeV) even
in 25Cl with its quite high decay energy Er ∼ 6 MeV.

In Fig. 7 we provide the upper-limit width estimates for
the argon isotopes. They are performed in a “direct decay”
R-matrix model from Ref. [8], where each proton is assumed
to be in a resonant state of the core + p subsystem with the
resonant energy Eji

. The differential of the decay width is
given by

d�j1j2 (ET )

dε
= ET 〈V3〉2

2π

�j1 (εET )(
εET − Ej1

)2 + �2
j1

(εET )/4

× �j2 [(1 − ε)ET ][
(1 − ε)ET − Ej2

]2 + �2
j2

[(1 − ε)ET ]/4
,

(1)

where ji is the angular momentum of a core + pi subsystem.
For the ground state decays Ej1 = Ej2 = Er and �j1 = �j2 =
�r . This model can be traced to the simplified Hamiltonian
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FIG. 7. Widths � and half-lives T1/2 of the 29Ar–26Ar isotopes as
functions of the decay energy estimated by a direct decay model.
The obtained decay energy of 29Ar [1] is indicated by the solid
black circle. The energies predicted in this work are indicated by the
red-cyan circles. The magenta arrow points to the {ET , �} position
evaluated for the 26Ar isotope by the three-body model (see Fig. 6).
The hatched area indicates the half-life range where the nuclear
structure begins to “dissolve.”

of the three-body system in which the nucleons interact with
the core, but not with each other. The model approximates the
true three-body decay mechanism and also provides a smooth
transition to the sequential decay regime [13,14]. The matrix
element 〈V3〉 can be well approximated by

〈V3〉2 = D3{(ET − Ej1 − Ej2 )2 + [�ph(ET )]2/4},
where the parameter D3 ≈ 1.0–1.5 (see Ref. [14] for details),
and �ph(ET ) should provide smooth width behavior around
ET ∼ Ej1 + Ej2 . The assumed R-matrix parameters for the
widths,

�(E) = 2
θ2

2Mr2
c

Pl (E, rc, Z), (2)

in the chlorine isotopes are given in Table III. It was shown in
Ref. [3] that the calculation has significant sensitivity to only
the general decay parameters {ET ,Er,�r}.

TABLE III. The R-matrix parameters of the A−2S + p channel
adopted by the width estimates of AAr isotopes: the angular momen-
tum l, the channel radius rc = 1.2(A − 1)1/3 in fm, the reduced width
θ 2, the resonance energy Er , and the corresponding width �r in MeV.

A l rc θ 2 Er �r

26 2 3.31 1.0 6.0 0.5
27 0 3.55 1.5 5.1 3.3
28 0 3.60 1.5 4.2 2.2
29 0 3.64 1.5 1.6 5.7 × 10−3

31 0 3.73 1.5 0.5 5.3 × 10−6

31 2 3.73 1.0 0.5 3.6 × 10−8

For the width estimates presented in Fig. 7, we consider
the initial structure and the decay of the argon isotopes via
[s2]0 configurations with s-wave resonance parameters inher-
ited from the two-body model calculations for the chlorine
isotopic chain. Such an assumption guarantees the upper-limit
width estimate (see discussions in Refs. [8,13,14]). However,
this does not work for 26Ar. The 25Cl isotope which is a
core + p subsystem of 26Ar has a very “poor” spectrum
with just one low-energy d-wave state. For that reason we
make a [d2]0 estimate for 26Ar decay. To cross-check it, we
made three-body calculations of the excitation function in a
full three-body model. It is known that, for 2N decays of
higher orbital configurations, accounting for N -N final-state
interaction may lead to a drastic decrease in the half-life
[15]. The three-body calculations are completely analogous
to the calculations of the 26O g.s. in Ref. [16] with the added
Coulomb interaction in the p-p and core-p channels. The
corresponding excitation function is shown in Fig. 6. The
obtained resonance energy ET ∼ 11.7 MeV is in good agree-
ment with the systematic results of this work [see Fig. 5(b) and
Table II]. The estimated width value � ∼ 3 MeV is shown in
Fig. 7.

To conclude this section, a number of relatively narrow
states, which presumably can be interpreted in terms of nu-
clear structure, are predicted in the chlorine and argon isotopic
chains down to 26Ar and 25Cl isotopes. These are located on
the N = 8 shell closure and the lighter systems along these
chains are not expected to exist. The population of such exotic
systems is far beyond the reach of any modern experiment.
However, we emphasize that there exists a rich, often not
considered, research field far beyond the proton dripline that
does not seem to be exhaustable in the observable future.

V. SYNERGY EFFECT IN THE EXPERT SETUP

The experimental setup used in Refs. [1–4] is a pilot
version of the EXPERT project proposed for the physics
program of the Super-FRS Experiment Collaboration of the
FAIR facility (see Refs. [11,12]). The EXPERT setup will
be located mainly in the middle of the Super-FRS fragment
separator: the first part will produce and separate ions of
interest, and the second part will measure momenta of heavy-
ion decay products with high precision. The EXPERT setup is
being tested at the FRS at GSI (Darmstadt). It consists of the
following devices (see Fig. 1): (i) a charged-particle tracking
system based on microstrip silicon detectors (μSSD) located
downstream of the secondary target in the S2 middle focal
plane of the FRS, (ii) an OTPC at the end of the FRS, and (iii)
γ -ray detectors around the secondary target GADAST. An
important part of the EXPERT initiative is (iv) the use of the
second half of the FRS as a high-resolution spectrometer. This
feature provides unique {A,Z} identifications for a number
of possible long-lived (i.e., with T1/2 � 100 ns) heavy-ion
reaction products and their implantation into the OTPC for
radioactivity studies.

The instruments (i)–(iii) can be operated as independent
devices and each of them has scientific value of their own.
However, for studies of nuclear systems beyond the dripline,
the elements of the EXPERT setup operated together provide
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FIG. 8. The limitations on the correlated values of Sp in 30Cl and
S2p in 31Ar from different types of data and estimates (see text). The
predictions of systematics studies [6,22] are shown by circles.

an important synergy effect that has not been discussed so far.
Let us demonstrate such a synergy effect by example of the
30Cl and 31Ar g.s. studies.

Figure 8 shows the constraints that can be imposed on the
ground-state energies of 30Cl and 31Ar connected with dif-
ferent types of measurements and theoretical considerations
given below. They are partly based on the half-life estimates of
these isotopes presented in Fig. 9. First, let us explain Fig. 9.
The half-life of 30Cl is calculated for the 29S + p s-wave
decay by the R-matrix model [see Eq. (2)]. The half-life
of 31Ar ground and first-excited states are estimated by the
R-matrix-type direct-decay three-body model [see Eq. (1),
Table III, and the corresponding discussion]. The calculations
are performed assuming the [s2] and [sd] configurations in the
29S + p + p channel, respectively. For the 31Ar first-excited
state the 2p-decay energy ET ∼ 1 MeV is expected, while for
the 30Cl g.s. the expectation is Er ∼ 0.5 MeV [1]. Therefore
for this state the turnover from a true 2p-decay mechanism
to a sequential 2p-decay mechanism is expected at ET � Er .
These decay modes are characterized by very different behav-
ior of width as a function of energy. We have estimated three
half-life curves for the 31Ar first-excited state corresponding
to the assumed 30Cl g.s. energies of 0.4, 0.55, and 0.7 MeV,
which are shown in Fig. 9 by the red dotted curves.

One should note that the widths of states are estimated
for the fastest possible s-wave proton emission from 30Cl as
well as the fastest [s2]-wave 2p decay from the 31Ar g.s.
We have also assumed that the first process in the decay of
the 31Ar excited state is the emission of the s-wave proton,
which is a very conservative estimate because the 30Cl g.s. has
presumably an s-wave configuration. So, the more realistic
half-life limitations could be even more stringent than those
provided below.

Now we turn to a description of the obtained limits on
the decay energies of 31Ar and 30Cl, which are illustrated in
Fig. 8. There are in total six different limitations connected
with observation or/and nonobservation of different states and
decay channels in these systems.

FIG. 9. Proton and two-proton decay widths � and half-lives T1/2

of 30Cl and 31Ar as a function of decay energies Er (for p emission)
or ET (for 2p emission). True 2p decay of the 31Ar g.s. is shown
by the solid blue curve. True 2p decay of the 31Ar first-excited state
is shown by the dashed red curve. Transition to sequential decay of
the 31Ar first-excited state is illustrated by the dotted red curves for
different 30Cl g.s. positions. The 1p decay of the 30Cl g.s. (assuming
s-wave emission) is shown by the green dash-dotted curve.

(i) The horizontal and vertical hatched bands correspond
to the energies directly inferred from the measure-
ments by the μSSD tracking system as discussed
above in this work and in Ref. [1].

(ii) The diagonal hatched band is provided on the basis
of systematics of the OES energies of Fig. 13(a) from
Ref. [1]. We assume that isobaric symmetry for 31Ar
is a good assumption, giving 2EOES = 0.915 MeV.
In Fig. 8 we assume that some deviation from this
value (−300 keV) is possible but not too much, and
2EOES = 0.615 MeV is taken as the lower limit.

(iii) The ions of 30Cl were not observed at the final focal
plane of the FRS. This means that the half-life of 30Cl
is shorter than the time-of-flight (ToF) through the
S2–S4 section of the FRS which is around 150 ns. We
use the ToF value of 50 ns as the upper-limit estimate.
This imposes the corresponding lower-limit estimate
Er > 160 keV (see the green arrow in Fig. 9 and the
magenta horizontal dotted line in Fig. 8).

(iv) The 31Ar isotopes were implanted into the OTPC
to study β-delayed proton emission [23]. A
nonobservation limit value is less than the obtained
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branching ratio of 7(2) × 10−4 for the β-delayed
decay channel of 31Ar. This means that the 31Ar
g.s. energy is ET < 0.4 MeV (see the blue arrow in
Fig. 9 and the vertical violet dotted line in Fig. 8).
Otherwise, the prompt 2p emission from 31Ar
becomes faster than its β decay.

(v) The estimated half-live curves for 2p decay of the
31Ar first-excited state are given in Fig. 9. It is clear
that, if the partial half-life of 31Ar with respect to 2p
emission is longer than ∼1 fs, then the preferable
decay branch for this state is γ deexcitation to the
ground state. Since the 2p decay of the 31Ar first-
excited state is really observed, then the half-life
limitations indicated by the red arrows in Fig. 9 infer
synchronous limitations on both the proton decay
energy Er of the 30Cl g.s. and the two-proton decay
energy ET of the 31Ar first-excited state. The latter
is transferred into ET of the 31Ar g.s. in Fig. 8
by subtracting 0.96 MeV as assumed from isobaric
symmetry with 31Al in Ref. [1] (inclined black dotted
line). For example, let us consider the Er = 0.7 MeV
curve in Fig. 9. It provides the ET = 1.17 MeV limit
and thus leads to the black dotted line passing through
point {0.21, 0.7} in Fig. 8.

(vi) Analogous information could be inferred from nonob-
servation of γ rays from the γ decay of the 31Ar
first-excited state in GADAST (the inclined red line
in Fig. 8). The statistics in the current experiment was
not sufficient to make this information significant,
but in a general case it could provide an additional
cross-check of consistency for the different types of
data.

All in all, the limitations shown in Fig. 8 lead together to
a dramatic reduction of the area admissible for the correlated
30Cl vs 31Ar g.s. energies compared to the data provided by
the μSSD tracking detectors of the EXPERT only. We should
state here that the confidence in the results for 30Cl and 31Ar
g.s. energies is strongly enforced by the synergy analysis
presented here.

VI. SUMMARY

In this work we use the data [1] concerning the most remote
from the proton dripline 30−28Cl and 31−29Ar isotopes, which
allow for further advances in studying an unknown domain
beyond the proton dripline. The main results of this work are
the following.

(i) The systematic studies of the chlorine and argon
isotopic chains beyond the proton dripline have been
performed. Large Thomas-Ehrmann shifts were re-
vealed for the 29Cl and 30Ar isotopes in Ref. [2],

and here we report further increased values in the
28Cl and 30Cl isotopes. The predictions for the very
remote from the dripline isotopes 25−27Cl and 26−28Ar
are provided by the elaborated models. For these
isotopes, the Thomas-Ehrmann effect becomes less
important because (a) the isobaric mirror partners of
these nuclides are located in proximity to the neutron
dripline and (b) the ground states are d-wave states,
which are less prone to modification by the Thomas-
Ehrmann shift.

(ii) The obtained decay energies for the experimentally
observed cases (28−30Cl nuclides [1]) are consider-
ably different (smaller) from the systematic trends
available in the literature. The extrapolations to even
lighter chlorine and argon isotopes also continue
this trend. Smaller decay-energy systematics means
“survival” of the nuclear structure for even more re-
mote from the dripline particle-unstable systems. The
limits of nuclear-structure existence for the proton-
rich edge of chlorine and argon isotope chains are
predicted to be in 26Ar and 25Cl.

(iii) An amazingly small 2p-separation energy of
6(34) keV of the 31Ar ground state reported in the
preceding article [1] has been explored in addition by
using the complementary data available in the setup
and relevant theoretical speculations. The synergy
effect of the measurements performed by different
detectors of the EXPERT setup was demonstrated. It
gives stronger support to the conclusions about the
decays of 30Cl and 31Ar isotopes.
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